
 Reading to Ride out the Cold Spell 

 With the lakes region in the grip of a cold front, what could be a better way to pass the time 

than to settle down a long and involving read?  Here are some selections to see you through the present 

cold spell.  Appropriately, winter themes predominate.  There’s something for history buffs, armchair  

travelers, fiction readers, and crime fans.  

 “The Kingdom of Ice” by Hampton Sides recounts the fateful voyage of the USS Jeanette, whose 

arctic voyage ended abruptly when she became trapped in ice a thousand miles north of Siberia. The 

hull was breached, and within the hour, the Jeanette sank to the bottom of the ocean. The 32 souls 

onboard were forced to abandon ship, their only hope a long, lonely march across the endless ice. With 

the narrative skill of a novelist, Sides recounts the struggle to survive an unimaginable ordeal.  

Readers more interested in fictional voyages might try Clvie Cussler’s  “Eye of Heaven.”   A 

husband-and-wife team  on a climate-control expedition in the Arctic discover a Viking ship in the ice, 

perfectly preserved—and filled with pre-Columbian artifacts from Mexico. This is not Cussler’s first 

venture into arctic regions. 2009’s “Artic Drift” explores a mystery that connects the recovery of a ship 

frozen in the ice and explosions destroying labs looking for a way to end global warming. 

More cold weather crime is on hand with “White Fever (2013)” by the doughty team of Douglas 

Preston and Lee Child Douglas presents a case involving a murderous arsonist in a Colorado ski resort. . 

The duo’s “Ice Limit”, a tale about a  scientific expedition plans to recover the largest meteorites on 

record form an icy island off Chile.   Child’ solo effort ”Terminal Freeze, ” a scientific expedition stumbles 

on the frozen body from prehistoric days.  

Scandinavia, place of long winter nights, has become of a vital source of contemporary crime 

fiction.  Best known to American readers  is Stieg Larsson’s Millenium trilogy (“Girl with the Dragon 

tattoo”).  Other authors to try include Henning Mankell (Wallander series) and Jo Nesbo.    

But for wintery crime, it’s hard to beat Martin Cruz Smith’s “Polar Star.”   When the body of a 

crewman comes up in the deep sea trawler’s nets.  When the autopsy reveals foul play,  an investigation 

ensues with the help of a disgraced police officer who has been eluding authorities by working on the 

trawler’s slime line.  Cruz Smith combines elements of a classic whodunit, a Bogart hero, a touch of 

international intrigue and a fight on the ice to weave a suspenseful tale. 

Peter Caddick-Adams's “Snow and Steel” which offers readers, at long last,  the most 

comprehensive recounting f the Battle of the Bulge, the largest land battle ever fought by American 

forces. Until now that story has been told unevenly.   This book's singular achievement is to offer a 

balanced view of the strategy and tactics of both sides.   “By exploring the cultures and motivations of 

the participant armies, as well as by excavating veterans' accounts of surviving the sharp end, Caddick-

Adams suffuses life, spark, and dynamism into his narrative.”   History buffs might also “The Coldest 

Winter” by David Halberstram chronicles the Korean War,  “the conflict everyone wanted to forget.”   

Halberstram  expertly reconstructs  this “black hole of history,”  chronicling both the diplomatic gaffes 

and bravery of the men on the ground.     



 Armchair travels can pick from a wide assortment of arctic adventures.  The later Peter 

Mattiessen’s “T the Ends of the Earth” provides an exquisite account of his voyage through the islands 

surrounding Antarctica.  He lyrically describes the wildlife he encounters and the region it inhabits, along 

with historical information regarding the greatest pioneers and adventurers who preceded him.  John 

Balzar’s “Yukon Alone” and Anne Cook’s Running North” take you dog sledding on the Tundra. Jon 

Krakauer’s “into Thin Air” takes you climbing to the roof of the world.  Finally, “Silent Snow” by Marla 

Cane a look at the impact of pollutants on artic lands and life forms.   


